According to Gay Left, journal of Gay Liberation in the United Kingdom, Gay Liberation is gaining greatly in the Central American countries. This point was verified by our correspondent who just returned from Costa Rica. He urged that North American gays not be planning to take any vacations in any of the Central American nations especially if you are looking for a Club Bath Chain house, and you won't even find the Advocate there, let alone the Crusader.

In Nicaragua, which just went through a terrible bloodletting revolution to overthrow the vicious Somoza dictatorship, gays have played a role in the revolution there and in the United States. Gay Nicaraguans who have been in exile in the U.S. are returning to their homeland, assured that the revolutionary government welcomes them. But some gays in that nation are watching the new government with a close eye, and saying that they are a long long way from being "liberated."

In El Salvador, gays have been tortured and on New Years eve, seven gays were castrated and left to bleed to death in front of the cathedral in San Salvador by radical right wing terrorists with a message warning that all deviates would meet similar fate. El Salvador now in the throes of a revolution, is under a rightist government for the time being, a government which president-elect Reagan supports.

In San Francisco, El Salvadorians have gotten funds from gays sympathetic to the revolution. If you are planning a trip to Central America, obviously Panama would be the country to visit, safely, for gays. But there too, gays are not given equal rights by the dictatorship either. But there are gay bars, but they are not like bars in the Castro or on Polk. Gay bars there are very sexual, something you don't see in San Francisco.

In Guatemala things are changing rapidly thanks to a concerted effort by members of Grupo Lambda which was formed in 1974. They even publish leaflets, and have news items in the underground press of this impoverished nation. Guatemala, unlike El Salvador, has greater degrees of freedom for gays.

In the nation of Honduras, Grupo Lambda has even greater influence and gays are actually recognized by the police and work with the police to solve crimes against gays. In the sister nation, British Honduras, Belize, homosexuality is wide open, as this nation is controlled by the United Kingdom and under the laws of the United Kingdom. But it is still very taboo due to the strong influence of the Roman Catholic Church, just as it is in all Central American nations.

A conference called by the Latin American Homosexual Bloc (BHOLA) is going to hold an international conference in Mexico this year in cooperation with gay liberation groups such as FHAR and LAMDA. Such a conference would be the target of extremists in that nation but gays are willing to take the chance, as they know they must, for gay liberation is ever to become a reality in Central America. Mexico of course, has had gay groups such as FHAR and LAMDA for some years and gays are becoming more open in Mexico, thanks to the gringo influence. But, still, homosexuality is against the law in Mexico and gays are hunted down by packs of drunken youths in weekend sprees (hmm, sounds like the Castro and inner Missions doesn't it?)

But after all is said and done, gay power is growing south of the border and we in the U.S. should do all we can to help make it become a reality in any way we can. We are one, politically. Our sex and our oppression bind us!
PADRE turned the angels! PRIDE that shames on charity, on mercy, on justice, on love—PADRE—in others—PRIDE and weakness, are trigger words. The political label, PRIDE innately great! PRIDE before destruction, and an army before a fall. Pride is when the "I" becomes bigger than all other "I's"blanketed with pride, pride, pride. PRIDE is not material things rather than spiritual things.

PADRE is now in the majority of what mankind has created. What God has created, mankind, has now turned on the created. For perhaps mankind before it is too late will turn man back to what it is, to what it was created.

PADRE is completely restored in his worship of PADRE to what mankind has memory of his relationship to the true Creator, and when that is lost, it is the loss of destruction.

Man's instruments for creative expression, education, government, economy, radio, and press, and other sdowns are now no more than PADRE, in the use to him as how do his life force is sucked out of him. This will be done by the very instuments he had set up to serve him. Man's ego... the "I" in his pride is what is destroying mankind. The PADRE in man will not allow him to accept that there is something higher than he, and when this happens, in the pride of man, no other man and striven through the use of body, mind, and soul, and at the end of the life long after the soul has left it. It is a PADRE that man has sent his own man out of the church, refusing to how to something that the "I" is most clear cut.

PADRE is a small "I" when the Creator's forces clash against man in the forms of love, kindness, peace, earth and earth, kindness and the PADRE was cleared.

No one of these unfortunate events has turned the "I" in PADRE, and PADRE is trying to re-establish the PADRE radical right wing government.

The revenge will be taken by all PADRE forces; the Coast Democratic Club, the Gay Liberation Alliance, and the SF Crusader.

THE WORLIES: The motion of the Worlie's Wallabies' will be shown at the Red Victorian Movie House, 1659 Haight Street, starting at 6:30 this evening. This is an early entry in PADRE in America and holds a really big kick for San Francisco. The Worlie's Wallabies are the Worlie's Wallabies.

KJLLANDER FREE

Marshall Thrash of Chata nooga who shut 4 black elderly women down for no reason other than they were black, has been let go by the Silverlake Worlie's Wallabies in San Francisco. This is the early labor movement in America and holds a really big kick for San Francisco. The Worlie's Wallabies are the Worlie's Wallabies.
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The absolutely unbelievable yogi-rama, shows how it's done in a shocking erotic scene from the Hand In Hands Films production, "Private Collection" now showing at the erotic male film house, the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush Street, just off Powell Street. Doors open at 10:45 am daily! This is a film you'll remember on those lonely nights!

**NEWS CLIPS**

$2,000 REWARD
A two thousand dollar reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the murderer of a gay man in Buena Vista Park, is being offered by the Chamber of Commerce of the San Francisco Gay Rights Witness Program. The dead man, 43 year old Don Meder, lived at 157 Fillmore Street, and his body was found in the bushes in the controversial park, stabbed to death. This was on November 24th '80.

**POLK STREET BAR IS CHARGED WITH RACE DISCRIMINATION**

The N'Touch, a dance bar on Polk Street has been charged with racism by member of the Gay Asian Information Network, whose members and supporters picketed outside of the popular Polk dance bar for 48 hours. The members of the Gay Asian group charged that Wayne Friday, a bartender at the bar, and political writer for the Area Reporter, with making racist remarks at them. According to the Gay Asian Network, Friday had allegedly made remarks to the effect that Asians were responsible for the "destruction" of business at Oil Can Harry's bar which used to be on Larkin Street. The inference, according to the Gay Asians, was that Asians don't spend money, and have been chased away by many Gay businessmen.

Oil Can Harry's partnership split up and the bar then closed down, to the detriment of some bar patrons. The management changed to a liquor bar and the place closed its doors on January 6th of '81.

**TAVERN GUILD PREXY RESIGNS**

Wayne Friday, according to Vice-President George Banda, was resigning as the President of the bar owners organization on Friday January 2nd. Banda did not give any reasons for the resignation of Friday, but some speculated that the troubles at various Tavern Guild bars over racism may have had something to do with it. Friday was later charged with tax evasion charges and assault on the Chief of Police, Con Murphy, who is pro-gay rights.

**BOYCOTT COORS**

Boycott Coors is supported by the following groups:
- Barbary Coast Democratic Club
- San Francisco Gay Democratic Club
- SF Crusader

**THIRD INTERNATIONAL MR. LEATHER ANNOUNCED**

"The winner is ... Well, you'll just have to wait for that name in Chicago as it prepares for the 3rd annual International Mr. Leather contest on May 9, 1981. Leathermen from all over the world will take part in this contest which will also be held at the Black Blue Ball at Man's Country, and discounts at Chicago's leading leather shops, bars, businesses and a variety of goodies. See next issue!!

**ORGANIZE**

The California Code Reform Bill will be introduced in the 1981 Republican controlled U.S. Senate, it has been learned by U.S. Senator Denton of Alabama. In 1980 the Bill was known as SB 1722, but it is to bear a new number, but it will still be the same piece of legislation which will establish a Federal Penal Code which will pre-empt our state laws in most cases. Preventative detention could very well become a reality in 1981 or '82 under the Reagan administration. Preventative detention would allow persons accused of committing crimes to be kept in jail, to the judge felt that the person "posed a danger to the community." And of course, a Reagan Supreme Court would uphold such a law. In 1981 there are other laws which are to "go down," under the Republican controlled United States Senate, such as the voting rights act of 1961 which must be either renewed or dropped by the Congress this year. And with Strom Thurmond in the Senate, chances of it being continued are slim indeed.

Affirmative action legislation is dead for the next two years, according to the President's Task Force on the Senate. New laws for employment are as well.
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIRECTORY

PHONES

**POLICE**
- San Francisco Police: 911 or 415-831-4444
- Police Department: 415-831-4444

**FIRE**
- Fire Department: 911 or 415-706-4500
- Fire Station: 415-706-4500

**EMERGENCY AMBULANCE**
- Emergency Ambulance: 911 or 415-706-4500

**REFERRAL LINE, SF**
- Referral Line: 415-756-7954

**GAY EVENTS TAP**
- Gay Events Tape: 415-861-1001

**GAY ASSISTANCE LINE**
- Gay Assistance Line: 415-861-1001

**V.D. HOTLINE**
- V.D. Hotline: 415-885-1001

**GAY YOUTH CC SWITCHBOARD**
- Gay Youth CC Switchboard: 415-552-5025

**WOMEN'S SWITCHBOARD**
- Women's Switchboard: 415-861-1001

**SF SEX INFORMATION**
- Sex Information: 415-666-7300

**S. F. CITY V.D. CLINIC**
- City V.D. Clinic: 415-495-4050

**U. C. MEDICAL CENTER EYE CLINIC**
- Medical Center Eye Clinic: 415-666-2424

**MISCELLANEOUS**
- University of the Pacific School of Dentistry: 415-885-1001

**ADVICE**

- Center for Special Problems: 2107 Van Ness Avenue at Pacific 415-398-4901
- Tenderslo Hill Outpatient Clinic: 2101 Hyde Street 415-471-2000
- Operation Concern: 415-653-0820
- Hospitality House: 415-221-9201

**LEGALS**

- SF Neighborhood Legal Assistance: 415-323-5353
- Bay Area Welfare Rights: 415-323-5353
- National Lawyers Guild Referral Service: 415-706-7373
- Gay Legal Referral: 415-621-2000
- Straight & Gay Attorneys: 415-621-4000
- Public Defender's Office: 415-621-4000
- Own Scenecopy: 415-621-4000
- District Attorney's Office: 415-621-4000

**MONEY MATTERS**

- Social Security Office: 415-500-9200
- 1550 Sutter at Franklin Street or 8380 Geary Blvd
- General Assistance: 415-706-2450
- Food Stamps: 415-500-9200
- Medical Care: 415-500-9200
- SF Neighborhood Legal Assistance: 415-323-5353

**HEALTH**

- S.F. General Hospital: 415-321-7321
- 22nd & Potrero
- Haigh-Ashby Free Medical Clinic: 415-321-7321
- South of Market Clinic: 555 Mission
- Sutter Medical Group, 18th & Mission
- Sutter Medical Group, 2000 Market
- St. Luke's Hospital: 415-321-7321
- University of the Pacific School of Medicine: 415-321-7321

**POLITIX**

- Alice & Toklas Memorial Democratic Club: 415-321-7321
- Barbary Coast Democratic Club: 415-321-7321
- Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights: 415-321-7321
- Harvey Milk Gay Democrats: 415-321-7321
- Stonewall Gay Democratic Club: 415-321-7321
- Gay Voters League: 415-321-7321

**GROUPS**

- Gay Area Gay Liberation, 626-3809
- Gay Asian Association: 415-621-2000
- Gay Pride Coalition: 415-621-2000

**SOLUTIONS**

- Write and call your elected representative, for they are supposed to solve the problems...make 'em do the jobs they were elected to do!
- U.S. Senator S.I. Hayakawa (R) 1390 Market Street, Fox Plaza San Francisco, California 94102 (415) 556-1000
- U.S. Representative John L. Burton 656 Golden Gate Avenue San Francisco, California 94102 (415) 556-1333
- U.S. Representative Phillip Burton 656 Golden Gate Avenue San Francisco, California 94102 (415) 556-1333

**RELIGION**

- Glide Church, 330 Ellis Street
- MCC Gay Church, 150 Eureka
- Church of God

**SURVIVAL**

- Transfers Aid: 866-7673
- MUNI Bus Schedules: 673-7673
- St. Anthony's Dining Room: 415-666-7673
- St. Martin de Porres, 323-23rd St.
- Gospel Rescue Mission: 415-666-7673
- Roommate Referral Service: 415-666-7673
- National Coalition of Black Campaign: 415-666-7673
- Lawrence Senior Center: 415-666-7673
- Lamba Resource Center for the Blind: 415-666-7673

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- 1982 women's switchboard: 415-861-1001
- STD clinics: 415-706-4500
- STD hotlines: 415-706-4500
- STD testing: 415-706-4500
- STD treatment: 415-706-4500
- STD prevention: 415-706-4500
- STD education: 415-706-4500
- STD resources: 415-706-4500
- STD services: 415-706-4500
- STD referrals: 415-706-4500

**LEGAL ASSISTANCE**

- SF Neighborhood Legal Assistance
- Bay Area Welfare Rights
- National Lawyers Guild Referral Service
- Gay Legal Referral
- Straight & Gay Attorneys
- Public Defender's Office
- Own Scenecopy
- District Attorney's Office
- Legal Assistance to the Elderly
- Consumer Action
- Elderly Rights
- Financial Assistance

**FINANCIAL SERVICES**

- Social Security Office: 415-500-9200
- 1550 Sutter at Franklin Street or 8380 Geary Blvd
- General Assistance: 415-706-2450
- Food Stamps: 415-500-9200
- Medical Care: 415-500-9200
- SF Neighborhood Legal Assistance: 415-323-5353

**GOVERNMENT**

- Social Security: 956-3000
- 1355 Sutter at Franklin Street or 8380 Geary Blvd
- Unemployment Insurance Office: 3125 Mission Street
- Social Security: 956-3000
- 1355 Sutter at Franklin Street or 8380 Geary Blvd
- Unemployment Insurance Office: 3125 Mission Street
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PRIVATE COLLECTION...This hands-on Hand Films production is now at the Nob Hill Cinema having opened on New Year's Day, and it draws the largest crowds of any porn film in the history of San Francisco thus far. The film is exciting, it has great clarity, a wide variety of the top porn stars of the past two or so years, all drawn together in this extremely erotic sex film. PRIVATE COLLECTION has Bart Sommers, Dan Gentry, Scorpio, Yogi Rama, Bob Damon, Paolo, Steve York, Dan Gentry and many more Jack Press film stars. The Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush St. (see ad page 16)

WANTED...Continuous intake to its 64th big at the Screening Room. This Frank Ross production is the talk of the porn film industry and it will obviously be the top grossing film in the city of San Francisco for some time to come. It's been a long, but WANTED has the magic ingredients to do so. With Al Parker, you have a truly hard-boiled film which will keep the most passionate dreams for someone. The film has a top plot, something needed in porn these days. The film was a hit here, and this is one of the best camera work seen in a porn film to date. It was filmed outdoors, and much beauty has not been seen in any film since L.A. TOOL AND DIE. Screening Room, 220 Jones Street.

LIVE SHOW TO COME TO NOB HILL...an unusual live show of male dance art with two very good looking young men, will open in February at the Nob Hill Cinema. The two will be the talk of the city of San Francisco for some time to come. It is rare that a film is strong enough to hold up very good, man-filled, erotic film palace, the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush Street.

If you are interested, call 885-4535.

---

ALAMO SQUARE SALOON 600 Fillmore at Full St., in the Casa Loma Hotel, 952-7183
A LITTLE MORE, 15th & Polk 604-9119 Women's bar/heaven.
ALPHEUS, 210 Market St. 966-3900 Women's bar/dance.
ALL THAT JAZZ, 400 14th St. 864-8499 Music and men's bar/dance.
AMALIE'S, 647 Valence St. 532-7778 Women's disco.
ANNA'S, 399- 398th St. at Warren 633-3969 Leather/Levi mahemmen.
BAD AND BouLE, 411 10th St. at Fillmore 636-9282 Men's cruising. BALLYCONO, 2156 Market Street 552-1153 Men's cruising men's bar.
BEAR HOLLOW, 448 Castro St. 861-9473 Nice restaurant & bar BLADE AND GOLD, 136 Turk Street 673-2646. Under new ownership, it will become the number one bar for leather and Levi's.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 990 Market St. 621-9327 Food and restaurant.
CASTLE GRAND BRASSERIE RESTAURANT, 1600 Folsom St. 929-2727 French food, very nice.
THE BRIG, 1437 Polk Street 696-3073 Dance/disco. CARNIVAL CLUB, 177 Beale St. 775-8558 Novelty drinking bar.
DRAKES, 175 Polk Street. 982-4304 Men's cruising.
DODGER CLUB DOR, 7878 Hyde Street. 681-0977 Men's cruising.
DEVIL'S HERALD SALOON, 623 7th Street 922-7911 Live Country Bands, 7 til dance.
D.N.Y., 482 Castro Street. Dance. 552-6871. Castro's only dance bar.
DREAMLAND, 715 Harrison Street. 495-8660. IFP number one dance hall. 8th Street. 70s disco. 411-7656. Prime spot of the heavy duty leather crowd.
EAGLE CREEK SALOON 1984 Market Street. 856-3323 Nice restaurant & bar.
EAGLE, 609 Polk Street. 826-3733. Nice restaurant & bar.
ESTÀ NOCHE, 3079 - 16th Street 863-7566. Latino gay salsa!\nFICHE FOX RESTAURANT 432 Valencia Street. Fine foods. 863-3733
FOX & IVY, 1050 Post Street at Polk St. 552-6291. Castro's only Lesbian bar.
FRANK'S, 280 11th St. 681-8000. Castro's number one gay bar.
FREEDOM, 280 11th Street. 684-8100. Castro's number two gay bar.
FOOTLIGHT FRENZY, 1548 Polk. 441-8413
FRONTIER, 1002 Post. 928-4034.
PENDULUM, 4146 - 18th Street 863-4441 Castro's 1st bar of cruise.
PICKETS AT THE PLUSHThe picket lines are still up outside of the Hotel York's plush room. We urge you to honor the pickets and not cross them and boycott the plush room and Russell Cox.}

---

RUMORS & RHINO Rumors are flying high and yonder that Daniel Carson, the actor, who is one of the founders of the Gay Athlete League and who has done one One-Art play in concert with Theatre Rhino, is working on a take on Dawn Dean's humor play, "Special Friends", which opens February 14th at the Kingston of the Red Beach Ballroom on Mission Street near 8th Street. It seems that one of the actors for the Dean Production was desired by Carson for one of his upcoming-one-acts at Theatre Rhino, but the bud performed as established playwright's production over the Carson anti-effort.

WERE IN THE MONEY This musical about the depression era opens tonight at the Chi Chi Theatre Club on Broadway Street, and it is a bright and entertaining musical. Must see it to believe it, bright tunes and fine dancing. Call them at Chi Chi for tickets and info. The Chi Chi is at 446 Broadway Street.

STOMP Stompings At The Savoy is a bright musical that guarantees you an evening of entertainment. It is at the On Broadway Theatre and is already receiving good reviews. Musicals like this are truly appreciated.

---

CHRISTMAS '80 FOR THE TENDERLOIN SENIORS

Sf Tenderloin Senior Citizen's Christmas Party and Luncheon will be held on December 12, 1980, at the San Francisco Performing Arts Center, 1066 Stockton Street. The event will feature live entertainment and a delicious lunch. Tickets are limited and must be purchased in advance. For more information, call 921-3434.
Plenty of Free Parking

EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT

401 Sixth Street & Harrison

SAN FRANCISCO'S MOST
EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

The ENDUP

SAN FRANCISCO

Presents The

JOCKSTRAP DANCE CONTEST

every other Sunday evening

Next Jockey Shorts Dance Date: JANUARY 30 at 7 p.m.

JOCKEY SHORTS DANCE CONTEST
It all started at the ENDUP and it's still starting there, in fact, starting at 7 p.m. Join us for the contest that made Jockey shorts a household word.

PANTOCRATOR, M.C.
Cash Prizes:
$100.00 $25.00

Open & Alive:
6:00 a.m. Saturday
and Sunday

* 3:00 p.m. Weekdays

Plenty of Free Parking

A SOUTH OF MARKET TRADITION
SINCE 1973

401 Sixth Street & Harrison

NEW NEW NEW

LE SALON
INTRODUCES THE PORTABLE
MALE DOUCHE

The portable douche for the dignity aware. The PORTABLE MALE DOUCHE is a hygienic and comfortable innovation, as well as practical. It is easy to use, quick to clean, and a perfect size for your pocket or purse. It is also a barrier between you and a Public Toilet. Only $9.95 each; 2 for $15.95. Add $2 for postage.

Only $9.95
or
Two for $15.95

Get your portable male douche at:
Le Salon, 1118 Polk Street, or call
252-6711

Dealers Inquiries Invited

Above is CHARLIE of the Nob Hill Cinema giving forth with his latest creation. "10001 Ways To Wok A Dog In Golden Gate Park" is a movie for the Bay area's entire population. "Hey, susan JOHNSON! Don't get it? Guess it's funny...but what have you done to get to the top?" The DEVIL'S HERO was the scene of Randy Johnson's latest efforts on behalf of others as he helped to raise money for the "SUNDAY" INTOXICANTS FUND.

MICHAEL-MICHELLE of the Le Dique recently had an all night affair with another employee of that Establishment. She was found on the floor with a 21 year old novice under her command. "I'M NOT A BIKER, IT'S JUST FUN!", "I DON'T KNOW WHAT THIS IS!" "DON'T TOUCH IT!" "I'M NOT A BIKER, IT'S JUST FUN!" "I'M NOT A BIKER, IT'S JUST FUN!" "DON'T TOUCH IT!" "I'M NOT A BIKER, IT'S JUST FUN!"

Above is JIMMY of the Railway Express Saloon.

How to buy
LEGAL STIMULANTS
by the hundreds and thousands
mail order and wholesale

for more information
send a S.A.E. to
CENTRAL PHARMACAL
1708 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Dealers Inquiries Invited
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A COUNTRY & WESTERN DANCE BAR

Live bands
7 nights
a week!

"DEVIL'S HERD SALOON"
853 VALENCIA STREET
San Francisco

Linda Lane with the WESTERN ELECTRIC

Cookie & The Stetsons

Open:
Monday thru Friday
10:00 - 2:00 am
Saturday & Sundays
6:00 - 2:00 am

located one block off Mission, between 19th & 20th Streets.
CLASSIFIED

THE AMERICAN POLICE A 437 page hardbound, details the chase from a stolen vehicle, a hot rod driven by a dangerous criminal. He is feared by many. He has been on the run for over 3 years. Hardcover, maps included. Available at $3.50, mailed from the publisher, 321 Main St., Springfield, Ohio 45514.

MASSEUR Young blonde, 5' 10", 150 lbs. In or out! Will travel. Call me at 563-RYAN.

MODEL-ESCORT Dark haired, slightly built stud, 21, 6' 2", 185 lbs. Has been doing the town. Hair, well-endowed, sturdy, healthy body, mind, ready to please. JOIN at 673-4662

HONEY BUNCH - COOKBOOKS Back to cooking with honey and natural ingredients. Main dishes through desserts, cookies, without cholesterol. Send for your free copy! M. Mitchell, Box 839, San Francisco, CA 94108. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery please.

COUNTRY MUSIC GUIDE San Francisco Bay Area

DEVIL'S HERD SALOON BRINGS IN GRAND OLE OPRY RECORDING GROUP The Devil's Herd Saloon, at 185 Valencia, has the Grand Ole Opry Western bands, seven or eight days a week. And he has booked in "Cookies & The Stetsons" for Wednesday and Thursday nights. They have been on the Grand Ole Opry and with us as well.

And on Monday and Tuesday night, the "Black Bart Band" is holding forth. Then on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights, Linda Lane and the Bart Band are holding forth. Then on Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights, Linda Lane and the Bart Band are holding forth.

FRIEDMAN, young, 5' 8", 150 lbs., is one of the contestants in the 2nd International Mr. Leather contest which is being held this Wednesday at the cafeteria on 16th and Mission, New Orleans, Louisiana. 1980

DANCERS WANTED Opening soon at 3006 Mission, bar, with free food, 5' 11" to 6' 1". Apply in person at 3pm to 6 pm. Ask for Mr. Friedman.

BROOKE PATRICK MR. INTERNATIONAL LEATHER Can you see that he's a perfect Mr. 15 you'd have to agree!

KNEW radio is still the number one Country music station in the Bay Area, but radio stations in the country have been a little more than just another station. KNEW has been on the air since 1959, and it's been a great place for listeners to find some of the best music around.

Brooks and Dunn have been on the top of the chart for over a year now. Have you seen them in those Miller Lite commercials? They really are a great duo. Have you seen this old time country music singer and son of Ernest Tubb, the place will be missed. The place is going to be going for a while, the place will be missed. The place is going to be going for a while, the place will be missed.

REST IN PEACE! The end has come for the Marriotts. Their old landmark, the place reopened?? She'd get tossed out on her ear. So they were closed, the place reopened?? She'd get tossed out on her ear. So they were closed. She's going to be missed. The place will be missed. The place will be missed.

Thank you to Donald Pierce for his reassuring words concerning our problems with that paper priest across the street. Speaking of "paper priests"...Bishop Jimmy should stop pretending to be a "paper priest" and go back to the church where he belongs. The Rev. Ray Broshears visits with Polk Street area businessmen, giving them the stare they deserve. The Rev. Ray Broshears visits with Polk Street area businessmen, giving them the stare they deserve.

The AGAPE group of Christian Kraets gets a permit to have an impromptu organ concert in front of the school. Watch for the big reopening of the remodeled RAM'S Head! A truly great entertainer and one that knows how to put on a show. Another San Francisco gay mark passes!!!! Oh really Candy!!! That is one Perfect Mr. 15 you'd have to agree!

The Sound of Music is a film in which the Von Trapp family is singing a song about the beauty of music, while the children are playing. The film is based on the stage musical of the same name, which was written and composed by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II. The film was released in 1965 and is considered a classic. The film was directed by Robert Wise and directed by Christian Kracht. The Sound of Music was nominated for 15 Academy Awards, winning 5. It is a story about a family that escapes from Nazi-occupied Austria during World War II and finds refuge in a small town in Switzerland. The film stars Julie Andrews, Christopher Plummer, and Julie Andrews, among others. The film is known for its beautiful music and its message of hope and freedom.
HAND IN HAND FILMS

Private COLLECTION

The cast of 20 men includes: “Just Blonds” Stars Scorpio and Ken Carter • “Blueboy’s” Steve York and Paolo • “Fire Island Fever” Stars Garry Hunt and John Carlo Scorpio’s Identical Twin Scorpio II • Bob Damon • And New Stars Ivan, Johnny Apollo and the Incredible Yogi Rama

Directed by Jack Deveau Peter de Rome Tom DeSimone

A Hand in Hand Films Production X-Rated • Color • All Male Cast

The mob hill cinema
729 bush st...tele7819468